The concept of a seismic cycle, where the stress on a fault repeatedly builds up over a long period of time and then is rapidly released in a large earthquake, influences studies of both the basic physics of faulting and applied research aimed at estimating earthquake hazards. This hypothesis suggests that large earthquakes might be quasiperiodic and that the probability of a particular portion of a fault rupturing twice in quick succession should be low. However, this basic hypothesis has been difficult to verify owing to the long repeat times of the largest earthquakes on most faults. East
Pacific Rise transform faults are an advantageous location to evaluate the seismic cycle hypothesis owing to their fast sliprates and the moderate size (~M w 6) of their largest earthquakes. Using surfacewave based determinations of the relative separations between earthquake centroids, I document 16 pairs of M w ≥5.5 events that had overlapping ruptures. The distribution of interevent times for these pairs is tightly clustered around 5 years (with a coefficient of variation ~0.2) indicating that quasiperiodicity may be prevalent for the largest events on these faults. Moreover, I find no pairs of overlapping M w 5.56.2 earthquakes were separated by less than 50 cm of elapsed plate motion indicating that the two basic features of the seismic cycle hypothesis are evident in the timing of large EPR transform mainshocks. I have also confirmed earlier results demonstrating a high degree of shortterm predictability of EPR mainshocks by combining teleseismic and hydroacoustic earthquake catalogs. Thus, there appears to be a high degree of both short and longterm predictability on EPR transforms.
Introduction
The fundamental concept of a seismic cycle was articulated following the 1906 San Andreas Fault earthquake by Reid [1910] who hypothesized that earthquakes occur as the result of strain built up over a long period of time. Geodetic data has since confirmed that the farfield loading of plate boundary faults occurs as a slow steady build up of elastic strain. A simple view of this cycle of steady strain build up to a time independent failure threshold followed by a nearly uniform stress drop in earthquakes suggests the hypothesis that at least the largest earthquakes on plate boundary faults should occur quasiperiodically [Kanamori and Brodsky, 2004] , and conversely that the probability of two large ruptures in quick succession on the same fault patch is low.
However, if failure strength and stressdrop vary strongly in time then earthquake repeat times will be highly variable [Kanamori and Brodsky, 2004] . Quasiperiodicity is observed in numerical models of simple individual faults [Rice, 1993] and this assumption underlies many earthquake hazard estimates. If the seismic cycle concept is correct, there is at least some predictability in the earthquake system [Jordan, 2006] .
While the build up of strain is indeed slow and steady, the other necessary condition for quasi periodicity, that the failure threshold and drop in stress are spatially uniform and consistent from one large rupture to the next, is not well established and considerable lines of evidence suggest that this view is at least somewhat incorrect.
Despite the geodetic evidence for steady strain accumulation, it has been difficult to verify or reject the quasiperiodic nature of major plate boundary earthquakes because the instrumental records of large earthquakes only go back about 100 years while the seismic cycles for most plate boundary segments are likely in the range from 50500 years. The longest sequences of repeated large ruptures of the same plate boundary come from historical records in Japan and paleoseismic records in various transform and subduction zone settings. Sykes and Menke [2006] recently reviewed the evidence for several historical and paleoseismic catalogs as well as the instrumental record at Parkfield California and found that many of these sequences were characterized by quasiperiodic behavior. They calculated maximum likelihood estimates of the Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the repeat times of the large plate boundary earthquakes. For perfectly periodic sequences CV = 0, while for Poissonian behavior CV=1.0. Sykes and Menke found that most sequences had CV estimates smaller than 0.25 implying quasi periodic behavior, essentially confirming the earlier results of Nishenko and Buland [1987] . Thus, historical records indicate that large subduction zone ruptures are quasiperiodic. However, examination of geodetic data from the Parkfield segment by Murray and Segall [2002] indicated that both the strictly defined timepredictable and slippredictable models failed for this fault segment. Moreover, it appears that the Parkfield earthquakes do not always rupture the same asperity [Custodio and Archuleta, 2007] and have a somewhat higher CV (~0.37) than many subduction zones [Sykes and Menke, 2006] . The combination of the observations on the accumulation (and lack of release) of slip deficit in Parkfield with the Sykes and Menke observations that many major faults are somewhat periodic, suggests that the variability in the largest earthquakes is significant enough to cause simple definitions of quasiperiodicity to fail.
Part of the difficulty in constraining the extent of quasiperiodicity in subduction zone settings results from the difficulty in determining the size and rupture area of prehistoric earthquakes. There is considerable evidence from paleotsunami studies in both Cascadia [Nelson et al., 2006] and Chile [Cisternas et al., 2005] that individual portions of a subduction zone sometimes rupture in moderate (M8) events in the intervals between the largest (M w 9) events. Is a fault quasiperiodic if M9 ruptures happen everỹ 500 years but M8s are random? This basic issue of what earthquakes should be considered on a particular fault has caused some of the confusion in the evaluation of the quasiperiodic hypothesis. One way to quantify this choice is to characterize a particular fault system by its scaling relation for the number (or frequency) of earthquakes as a function of their seismic moment N(M). The most common form for this distribution, [Kagan and Jackson, 2000] , includes a powerlaw scaling region that extends from small events to about the corner magnitude, M c, above which the frequency of events falls off rapidly due to the spatial extent of the fault. Discussions of periodicity are inherently about earthquakes with M w ≥M c for a given fault, while smaller earthquakes (from the scaling region) appear to be controlled more by earthquake interactions than the long term seismic cycle. As the paleoseismology of subduction zones clearly indicates, the size of the largest ruptures on a given plate boundary is somewhat variable and this variability must be accounted for in evaluating the quasiperiodic hypothesis.
Understanding the degree of variability superimposed on quasiperiodic behavior requires a dataset that covers many repeating patches and includes information on both the repeat times and the variation in seismic moment between events.
A closely related debate focuses on the "seismic gap hypothesis" which states that major plate boundaries that have not had a great earthquake for a significant period of time are more likely to have one soon than those regions which have recently undergone a large rupture. The seismic gap hypothesis as formulated by McCann et al. [1979] presented one of the first physically motivated earthquake prediction experiments. The predictability of large earthquakes is usually discussed as longterm (seismic cycle), intermediate term (few years), or shortterm (hoursdays beforehand) with the seismic cycle concept supporting the highest level of optimism for longterm predictability [Sykes et al., 1999] . The intermediateterm forecast of McCann et al. was tested after ~10 years by other authors and rejected in favor of a clustering hypothesis [Kagan and Jackson, 1991] . However there is considerable debate about the exact formulation of the hypothesis and whether it can be rejected [Jackson and Kagan, 1993; Nishenko and Sykes, 1993] . Much of this confusion results from defining the following quantities: what is a large earthquake for a particular plate boundary, the spatial limits of a gap, how to measure if a particular earthquake fills a gap or overlaps with a previous rupture, and the range of focal mechanisms relevant to a particular prediction. Clearly this hypothesis test would be more straightforward if it could be focused on a type of plate boundary for which the "largest earthquake" was well defined, that size earthquake occurred regularly in the instrumental record, and the focus was on whether candidate ruptures had substantial overlap in their momentrelease zones rather than on the details of gap ends.
Midocean ridge transform faults (RTFs) have several advantages for studying earthquake predictability. Recent studies of global seismicity found that the largest earthquakes on RTFs (defined as M c ) depend on the thermal state of the fault with warm faults having smaller corner magnitudes [Bird et al., 2002; Boettcher and Jordan, 2004] .
For short (50150 km) transforms on the East Pacific Rise (EPR, Figure 1 ), which typically slip at rates of 1014 cm/yr, the corner magnitude estimates from Boettcher and Jordan's scaling relations are M w 6.06.2 (95% confindence range) for a 120 km long fault segment to M w 5.86.0 for a 70 km long fault segment. The ratio of the average slip in earthquakes of this size (50100 cm) to the plate motion rate suggests that the seismic cycle could be extremely short on EPR transforms (in the range of 510 years).
Moreover, McGuire et al. [2005] , (hereafter MBJ) utilized earthquake locations from NOAA's hydroacoustic network [Fox et al., 2001] to demonstrate that EPR transforms have a high degree of shortterm predictability. Essentially foreshock sequences on these faults are about an order of magnitude more common than on faults in California. Owing to the foreshocks, even simple algorithms can achieve large probability gains over random guessing [McGuire et al., 2005] . Additionally, the hydroacoustic earthquake catalogs demonstrate that deformation on EPR plate boundaries is localized to one fault strand (Figures 2 and 3 ) and almost all the magnitude>3 seismicity is contained on the transform rather than spreading boundaries [Fox et al., 2001] .
In this study, I explore the extent of earthquake predictability on EPR transform faults in two ways. First, I extend the work of MBJ to determine if shortterm predictability extends below the corner magnitude into the scaling region of the GutenbergRichter distribution. The MBJ study focused on 19 mainshocks in the Harvard CMT catalog that overlapped the hydroacoustic catalog available at that time.
Below I increase the set of available mainshocks by calculating moments for EPR transform earthquakes too small to be in the Global CMT catalog (available at http://www.globalcmt.org) and by using a somewhat expanded version of the hydroacoustic catalog. Additionally, I study the longterm predictability of the same mainshocks by determining the time intervals between M w ≥5.5 earthquakes with significantly overlapping rupture areas. My results indicate that on these relatively simple, highly localized plate boundaries, there is considerable degree of earthquake predictability on both short and long terms.
Method
The accuracy and completeness level of global earthquake catalogs is insufficient for evaluating short and longterm predictability on EPR transforms. The global CMT catalog is complete to approximately M w 5.5, but it has location errors (~2050 km) that are larger than the size of an individual EPR mainshock's rupture zone. The only available catalog with small location errors (~5 km) is the NOAA hydroacoustic catalog which currently covers the time period from 5/19 1996 to 10/19 2002. While the NOAA catalog has highly accurate locations due to the slow propagation velocity of the tphases it utilizes, it has poor magnitude information. The NOAA catalog provides a measure of earthquake size called the Acoustic Source Level (ASL) [Fox et al., 2001] . While this quantity is correlated with earthquake size (see below), there is considerable scatter owing to the limited dynamic range of the instruments, the highfrequency nature of the t phase arrival and the temporal variability in tphase propagation efficiency. To improve the MBJ test of shortterm earthquake predictability, accurate moment estimates are required for a larger number of EPR earthquakes than are currently in both the CMT and NOAA catalogs. To evaluate the longterm predictability on these faults the relative location error of CMT catalog events must be reduced enough to determine which pairs of events have overlapping rupture areas.
To constrain the moment and relative location of events, I use an approach based on measuring differential arrival times of 1 st orbit Rayleigh waves by cross correlation. I utilize R1 waves in the frequency band from .02 to .04 Hz because of the high signal to noise ratio in this band and because the R1 group velocity is fairly constant in this band for young oceanic lithosphere [Nishimura and Forsyth, 1988] allowing arrival times to be interpreted in terms of source location differences rather than dispersion [Forsyth et al., 2003] . For EPR transform faults, the range of earthquake depths is expected to be contained to the oceanic crust [Trehu and Solomon, 1983] . Additionally, all focal mechanisms are likely to correspond to a near vertical strikeslip fault as the NOAA catalog shows almost no seismicity associated with the spreading segments of the EPR.
For each fault I identified an event(s) in the global CMT catalog that was recorded by an azimuthally distributed set of stations to use as an Empirical Green's Function (EGF).
Owing to the likely similarity in mechanism, depth, and location, the R1 arrivals at GSN stations from the hydrocoustically detected events are expected to have very similar waveform shapes to those from the EGF events and the primary difference is expected to be in the amplitude of the arrival (i.e. the moment of the earthquakes).
The (see Figure 4 ). For each station the relative moment of the tphase event is calculated as the ratio of the peak of the cross correlagram to the EGF's autocorrelation at zero lag.
The median of the individual station values is taken as the best estimate of the moment ratio between the EGF event and the tphase event.
To estimate the relative position between two events, we utilize the differential arrival times measured from the peak of the crosscorrelation functions (see Figure 4 ).
Differential times with a crosscorrelation coefficient >.65 are fit to a cosine function using an L1 norm to minimize the effect of occasional outliers. The azimuth and direction of the tphase event are calculated using the scale and phase parameters of the cosine along with the group velocity of the R1 waves in the source region (~3.7 km/s).
Standard errors for the cosine parameters are calculated using a bootstrap algorithm and assuming a Gaussian distribution with a 1 s standard deviation for the differential travel time measurement errors [Billings et al., 1994; Shearer, 1997] . For tphase events, the event separation data is used to check that an appropriate EGF was chosen. Owing to occasional large mislocations in the tphase catalog the moment estimation/location process is sometimes requires a second iteration with a closer EGF. Additionally, the event separations are used in the evaluation of longterm predictability.
Application of the surface wave algorithm resulted in 326 M w estimates ranging from 3.9 to 6.2 for earthquakes in the NOAA catalog. As previous studies have noted there is an overall correlation between the Acoustic Source Level estimate of earthquake size and traditional seismic estimates of magnitude. However, even for earthquakes on a fault in the middle of the NOAA array, the scatter in the ASL estimates ( Figure 5 ) is large enough (about 1 unit in M w ) to prevent the ASL estimates from being reliable enough for detailed catalog analysis because may quantities (such as the expected # of aftershocks) depend exponentially on the earthquake magnitude. Additionally, our results imply that the detection threshold for the NOAA array is higher than previous estimates. Fox et al.
[2001], concluded that an ASL of 210 corresponded to a m b of 1.8. From Figure 5 it appears that an ASL of 210 would correspond to approximately M w 3.5. Some of this difference results from the typical offset in m b vs M w for oceanic strikeslip earthquakes, but even after correcting for that effect (about 0.51 magnitude units) the detection threshold appears to be higher than the Fox et al. [2001] results.
Results
ShortTerm Predictability:
MBJ showed that foreshock sequences in the last hour before (M w ≥5.5) mainshocks are common enough on EPR faults to allow simplistic prediction algorithms to achieve significant probability gains over random guessing. The expanded catalog of M w estimates contains enough M w ≥5.0 earthquakes to allow for a more detailed and robust evaluation of the shortterm predictability on these faults. To formulate a well posed prediction algorithm, I follow the retrospective algorithm of MBJ with two
modifications. An alarm is issued following every hydroacoustically detected earthquake that an earthquake of a moment magnitude greater than or equal to m p will occur sometime during time window of length t p immediately following the hydroacoustic event and somewhere within a spatial window of radius r p from the hydroacoustic location. We set m p =5.0 and since the deformation is localized to a single, nearly east west fault strand at any particular location, we set the spatial window (r p )=±15 km of longitude. The first modification is that we issue alarms after every hydroacoustically detected earthquake instead of implementing a lower cutoff in ASL. The primary reason for this is the unreliability of the hydroacoustic estimates of source size ( Figure 5 ). Our second modification of the MBJ algorithm is to vary the time window, t p , of the alarms from 10^3 to 10^7 seconds. This allows the variation in the performance of the prediction algorithm as a function of the fraction of the spacetime volume covered by alarms to be analyzed.
Alarm based prediction algorithms are often evaluated using Molchan's error diagram [Molchan, 1997] which compares the fraction of the spacetime volume filled with alarms, τ, to the failure to predict rate, ν. By definition, all prediction algorithms include the (τ=1, ν=0) and (τ=0, ν=1) points which correspond to filling the entire space time volume and none of the spacetime volume with alarms respectively. To evaluate ν for a series of t p values, a set of mainshocks to be predicted must be defined. To avoid the relatively easy task of predicting the aftershocks which follow large earthquakes, I apply a simple declustering algorithm to the catalog. A one week time period following every M w ≥5.0 earthquake is removed from consideration. This effectively removes the significant aftershock sequences from the catalog because of the unusually high difference in magnitude between RTF mainshocks and their largest aftershock (about 2.0 units [Boettcher and Jordan, 2004; McGuire et al., 2005] ) and the very fast temporal decay of aftershock sequences in the NOAA catalogs [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2002] . This leaves us with a dataset of 46 declustered mainshocks to be predicted on the 6 EPR faults (Table 1) . To calculate τ for a particular value of t p requires a numerical integration of the spacetime volume because many of the alarms overlap (particularly for large values of t p ). To perform this integration the spacetime volume is divided into cells that were 5 km by t p /3 seconds and counted the cell as filled by an alarm if any tphase event occurred within t p and r p of the cells boundaries. Thus, I conservatively (slightly) overestimate the value of τ for a given value of t p . The declustering procedure as well as the calculation of τ and ν for a given t p were preformed separately for the 4 fault systems (QDG, Wilkes, Yaquina, and Siqueiros) and then combined based on the relative lengths of the 4 faults.
The summary error diagram for the EPR transform faults shown in Figure 6 demonstrates that shortterm predicatability is a robust conclusion. The prediction algorithm was evaluated for 40 logarithmically spaced values of t p ranging from 10 3 to 10 7 seconds. The topology of the error diagram curve in Figure 6 is unusual in that it shows a fairly sharp transition between a steep slope at low values of τ to a low slope at moderate and high values of τ. For studies using synthetic catalogs produced by various clustering models Kagan, 2007; Newman and Turcotte, 2002] , error diagrams are typically smooth concave up curves. For studies using real earthquake and volcanic eruption datasets, there are usually not enough mainshocks to sample the error diagram curve densely [Grasso and Zaliapin, 2004; KellisBorok et al., 2002] but these curves appear to have relatively smooth variations similar to the synthetic studies.
In contrast, the EPR error diagram clearly has two regimes separated at about t p ≈10
hours.
The presence of two regimes in the error diagram may suggest the presence of two underlying processes. Kagan, [2007] produced a similar error diagram using a synthetic catalog comprised of two Poisson renewal processes with different scale parameters.
Essentially, after each earthquake, the PDF for the time of the next earthquake was chosen to be from either process 1 or process 2 with probabilities p 1 and p 2 (where the time scale of process 1 is less than that of process 2). The value of ν at the kink in the error diagram curve equals the fraction of events triggered by process 2 and the value of τ at the kink in the error diagram corresponds to the ratio of the two time scale parameters.
I reproduced Kagan's result in Figure 7 with parameter values that mimic the behavior of the EPR catalog, namely a ratio of time scales ~500 and about 60% of earthquakes triggered by the short time scale process. The similarity between Figures 6 and 7 suggests that there may be two different triggering processes of roughly equal strength that control the timing of the set of declustered EPR mainshocks.
One short coming of evaluating earthquake prediction algorithms with the error diagram is that random guessing (e.g. the diagonal line in Figure 6 ) is a very easy null hypothesis to reject. To provide a more conclusive demonstration that the shortterm predictability of EPR quakes is not simply a result of general earthquake clustering behavior, we calculated 100 synthetic earthquake catalogs using the spacetime ETAS methodology [Helmstetter and Sornette, 2002; . The catalogs were all generated with an identical set of ETAS parameters (p=1.2, α=0.8, branching ratio =0.1, µ=3, M 0 =1.0, M d =3.0, M max =6.5) that are equal to the average values for EPR transforms determined in the MBJ study (e.g. for branching ratio, p, and α). The background seismicity rate was chosen so that a comparable number of mainshocks would exist in the synthetic and real EPR catalogs. We then applied the declustering and prediction algorithms discussed above to the synthetic catalogs. The only difference is that the ETAS catalogs cover two spatial dimensions instead of effective one (e.g. fault length) for the real EPR catalog. To account for this, the spatial window of the prediction algorithm was fixed at a radius of 20 km such that an individual prediction covers the same fraction of the total spatial window in both the real and synthetic cases. The green diamonds in Figure 6a show the median values of ν for a series of window lengths, and the associated error bars denote the range that contained 95% of the ETAS simulations. The behavior of the prediction algorithm on the ETAS sequences is relatively straight forward in that at short time windows it captures the fraction of the catalog that is triggered by other earthquakes (e.g. branching ratio of 0.1 ν =0.9) while at longer windows the performance of the algorithm mirrors that of random guessing since the mainshocks triggered by background loading in ETAS are expected to be randomly distributed in time. The observation in Figure 6 that our simple prediction algorithm works so much better for EPR seismicity than for synthetic ETAS seismicity demonstrates that there is a significant level of shortterm earthquake clustering immediately before large earthquakes on the EPR that results from a physical mechanism that is not accounted for by the ETAS scaling relations.
Long Term Predictability and Seismic Cycles: Parkfield, M w 6.0 has L~2025 km, [Johanson et al., 2006] ), the criteria are conservative.
Additionally, Figure 8 demonstrates that the 1day aftershock areas for M w 6 EPR mainshocks extend 3050 km along strike. While the aftershock areas are likely larger than the true rupture area, they are the best direct estimate available of EPR rupture lengths. Owing to the relatively thin (~4km) seismogenic zone expected for EPR transforms [Trehu and Solomon, 1983] , EPR mainshocks may have longer ruptures than continental strikeslip earthquakes with the same moment. In addition to Table 2. Figures showing the stations utilized, waveforms, and differential arrival times for each of these pairs are in Appendix 1. One pair of events listed in Table 2 Instead, this appears to be a case of a fault patch breaking in two sections in one cycle and only one (larger) rupture in the next cycle. A scenario that is common in subduction zones.
For the quasiperiodic hypothesis to be even somewhat valid, the repeating ruptures should have fairly similar seismic moments and the interevent times should have a fairly peaked distribution centered on the ratio of the average mainshock slip to the faults geologic sliprate. Figures 9 and 10 show histograms of these quantities, moment ratio and interevent time, for the overlapping pairs in Table 2 . There are no direct constraints on the average mainshock slip (i.e. stress drop) for the EPR mainshocks, but if they are similar to continental earthquakes of the same moment, their average slip should be ~50 cm to 1m. The platemotion rate for the EPR transforms is approximately 14 cm/yr indicating that reccurence times of 4 to 7 years might be expected. Indeed the distribution of interevent times is contained to this region with a peak at ~5 years. There is no clear trend of interevent time scaling with either the moment of the first or second event of the pair (Table 2 ). Figure 10 demonstrates the extent of variability in seismic moment between paired events. This quantity is not typically available in studies of the quasiperiodic hypothesis that involve geologic and/or historical estimates of earthquake size. Our results indicate that ratios of the seismic moments ranging from 1 to 5 are common. Additionally, no strong correlation between the momentratio and the interevent interval is observed. Figure 9 and Table 1 demonstrate that I find no pairs of overlapping events separated by less than 4 years (>50 cm of plate motion). This is an interesting result both because of the nature of EPR seismicity and the corollary to the quasiperiodic hypothesis that immediately after a large earthquake, the same portion of the fault is not expected to fail again soon. This corollary is essentially the opposite of seismic hazard estimates that assign a Poisson distribution to individual faults. The EPR transforms are an interesting location to investigate the Poisson hypothesis because they are notable for having numerous pairs of similar sized mainshocks separated by a few hours [McGuire et al., 2005] . In all cases where two M w ≥5.5 earthquakes happened within a few days of eachother, the event separations were larger than 10 km indicating that the rupture areas likely did not overlap.
To further demonstrate the inadequateness of recurrence interval distributions that include significant probability of short intervals (e.g. less than half the median), we calculated a synthetic recurrence distribution by randomizing the origin times of the 24 M ≥5.5 earthquakes on the QDG fault system between 1/1/1995 and 10/23/2007 (e.g. a random time was chosen for each event from a uniform distribution between these dates).
We then calculated recurrence intervals for the 12 mainshock pairs in Table 2 that fall into this timespace window. For the asperities that have undergone multiple repeats in the 19952007 time frame, we only considered repeat times for nearest neighbors in time to mimic the analysis in Table 2 . This procedure was repeated 30 times to generate a smooth cumulative fraction vs recurrence interval curve (dashed line in Figure 11 ). This synthetic/hypothesized distribution was tested against the observed recurrence interval distribution using a KolmogorovSmirnoff test. The hypothesized (random) distribution of repeat times can be rejected at the 99% confidence level based on the KS test ( Figure   11 ). A similar observations that some sort of renewal model is favored over Poisson like distributions has been made for a number of paleoseismic datasets [Nishenko and Buland, 1987; Ogata, 1999; Sykes and Menke, 2006 ].
Discussion
The relatively narrow histograms for the time interval between overlapping ruptures as well as for the moment ratio between these events indicates a robust seismic cycle. This difference relative to studies of subduction zones may simply result from our restriction of the event size to those with M≥M c . For instance, for the 1960 Chile rupture area, it is likely that many of the (M w~8 .5) events that call quasiperiodicity into question are actually a factor of 3050 smaller in seismic moment that the 1960 (M w 9.5) event. A similar moment ratio on the EPR faults corresponds to looking for overlap between M w 4.55.0 events to larger M w 5.56.0 ones. Thus our study of quasiperiodicity is limited to a smaller range of mainshock magnitudes than some previous ones. Table 1 have been connected by black lines in Figures 12 and 13 . The Discovery and Gofar faults (104 to 106.2 W in Figure 12 ) have the strongest evidence for a seismic cycle with clusters of M w ≥5.5 events in 19921993, 19961997, 20022003, and 20062007 . These time periods have been highlighted by the gray boxes in Figure 12 and appear to indicate a general (though not monotonic) westward migration of seismicity within each cycle. The lack of a clear connection between the events in the 19921993 cycle and the 19961997 cycle in Figure   12 is due to the limited availability of eastern Pacific seismic stations for the 19921993 cycle. Relative locations of these events are unreliable due to large azimuth gaps. It is also interesting to note that the 4.5≤M w <5.5 seismicity (small yellow circles) appears to be relatively uniformly distributed in time. The Siqueiros fault has less large earthquakes and fewer pairs so while the interevent times are similar to the QDG system, the seismic cycle is not as clear in Figure 13 .
The synchronization of the various repeating ruptures in Figure 12 is surprising.
While static/dynamic triggering may explain some of the synchronization, several of the segments are separated by large ridge segments (1050 km) and significant delay times (weeksmonths) that would rule out simple models of static and dynamic triggering.
Lynch et al. [2003] investigated the conditions under which two fault segments separated by a creeping section would have seismic cycles that were synchronized in time as well as a singlepeaked recurrence interval distribution. They found that small creeping sections and low mantle viscoscities favor synchronization by allowing postseismic relaxation to communication between segments. Moreover, for the segments to have similar recurrence times, the peakstrength and stress drop had to be roughly equal between the two segments regardless of other parameters. Thus, the minimal variation in recurrence interval can likely be used as a constraint on models that predict variations in transform fault rheology due to variations in plate tectonic parameters [Behn et al., 2007] The Quebrada fault (~102.5104W in Figure 11 ) generated far fewer M w ≥5.5 mainshocks during the 19902007 time period than the Gofar and Discovery faults despite slipping at the same rate and having fault segments of similar length [Searle, 1983] . The Quebrada fault had only one M w ≥5.5 earthquake during the entire 17 year period (~240 cm of plate motion). This appears to be a creeping fault with very little seismic moment release. Boettcher and Jordan [2005] concluded that while ~75% of indicate a significant increase in stress or strain rate [Lohman and McGuire, 2007] that allows a larger region of the fault to rupture seismically. Figure 12 suggests that a Reid style seismic cycle may control the longterm timing of large EPR transform earthquakes, but perhaps more surprisingly, Figure 6 indicates that there is likely a shortterm triggering process that controls the timing of many mainshocks on a time scale of a few hours. The defining property of EPR transform seismicity as revealed by the NOAA catalog [McGuire et al., 2005] and OBS deployments [Forsyth et al., 2003] is that many of the largest earthquakes happen during earthquake swarms that last from a few hours to a few days [Roland et al., 2004] . These swarms account for the steep slope of the error diagram curve for values of t p <10 hours.
Earthquake swarms are common on the strikeslip plate boundary faults running all the way from the EPR up the Gulf of California and into the Salton trough. A recent Salton
Trough swarm was documented to be associated with a large shallow creep transient that likely drove the swarm [Lohman and McGuire, 2007] . Given the large fraction of aseismic slip occurring on RTFs [Bird et al., 2002] , it is likely that the EPR swarms result from the same process as the Salton Trough swarms. This suggests a view of EPR faults where a Reid style cycle slowly raises the stress near the failure threshold (controlling the longterm predictability) while a transient event such as fault creep or fluid flow, triggers the swarms of moderate and large earthquakes and controls the shortterm predictability.
There are a number of M w ≥5.5 events that do not have an overlapping rupture during the time period when the global network should have been able to detect such events. This is likely an artifact of the combination of the factor of 26 variability in moment between repeaters and our arbitrary cutoff at M w =5.5. The "missing" events may simply be M w 5.4. There are no M w ≥6.0 events on the QDG system that have a missing repeater. Given the error bars in our estimates of relative centroid locations (a few km) and the lack of local networks, a longer dataset of M w ≥6.0 earthquakes will be required before we can determine if a fault patch can go more than ~7 years after rupturing in a M w ≥6.0 without being followed by a repeat.
Determining whether a simple isolated fault is better described by a seismic cycle model or a more chaotic clustering model is a fundamental building bloc of time dependent seismic hazard studies. This is a difficult question to answer in regions like California where multiple sub parallel faults accommodate plate motion, these faults interact regularly, and the time between large ruptures is hundreds or thousands of years.
However, both analysis of historic/geologic datasets [Ellsworth et al., 1999] and large scale computer models of interacting fault networks [Yakovlev et al., 2006] [Forsyth et al., 2006; Langmuir and Forsyth, 2007] . Black dots denote the NOAA hydroacoustic earthquake locations. The moment ratio between the two events is estimated as the median of the values calculated at the individual stations from the peak of their crosscorrelation function. In this case, the centroid of the tphase event was located 30 km east and it had a M w of 4.7. Figure 6 . The error diagram [Molchan, 1997] for 15 km radius prediction windows for all Mw 5.0 earthquakes on the Quebrada, Discovery, Gofar, Wilkes, Yaquina, and Siqueiros transforms. The mainshock catalog contains 46 events between 1996 and 2002 that were not preceded in the previous week by a M w 5.0 event on the same fault system. Blue dots indicate the success rates for logrithmicaly spaced alarm durations ranging from a 1000 seconds (upper left) to a year (lower right) after every hydroacousticly detected event. The black line denotes the expected value for unskilled predictions (i.e. random guessing) and the red curve the 99% confidence bound for such predictions. The green diamonds show the results of applying the same declustering and prediction algorithms to a suite of 100 synthetic earthquake catalogs generated by the ETAS seismicity model The diamonds are plotted at the median values of v and the error bars denote the 95% confidence region for the results from applying the algorithms to the ETAS catalogs. The inset shows the interesting region for our shortterm predictions. Most of the curvature in the blue curve corresponds to predictions ranging from about 30 minutes to 12hours in duration (inset). Figure 7 . After Kagan [2007] . Error diagram for a synthetic earthquake catalog generated using a mixture of two renewal processes. This is identical to the example in Figure 5 of Kagan [2007] except for our choice of the fraction of the catalog generated with the short time scale process (55%) and the ratio of the scale parameters (500). Table 1 . Figure 11 . Results of a KolmogorovSmirnoff test comparing the observed distribution of repeat times for Mw ≥ 5.5 event pairs (solid curve) and a hypothesized distribution (dotted line) calculated by randomizing the times of the large earthquakes in our catalog (see text). The hypothesized (randomized) distribution can be rejected at the 99% confidence level primarily due to the lack of earthquake pairs with short recurrence intervals. Figure 12 . Representation of the combined NOAA, Harvard CMT, and our earthquake catalogs for the Quebrada, Discovery, and Gofar transform faults for the time period from 19902007. Every hydroacoustic detection is shown at its NOAA longitude estimate with a blue dot, unless it has a M w estimate ≥ 4.5, in which case it is shown as a yellow circle. Additionally, earthquakes in the Harvard CMT catalog with a M w ≥5.5 are shown at their Harvard estimated longitude (large red circles). Pairs of M w ≥5.5 mainshocks that have been determined to have overlapping rupture areas are connected by black lines, which are not vertical due to errors in the CMT estimates. Major and minor spreading centers are shown by thick and thin gray lines respectively. Cumulative expected plate motion (i.e. far field fault loading) since 1990 is shown on the righthand yaxis. The gray boxes (each 2 years wide) have been rotated and aligned with the time periods of high activity for M w ≥5.5 mainshocks. 27 of the 31 M w ≥5.5 earthquakes fall into the gray boxes that appear to denote the end of the seismic cycle on the Discovery and Gofar faults. Figure 13 . Plot of the combined earthquake catalog for the Siqueiros fault. Symbols are the same as in Figure 12 .
Appendix 1. Overlapping Mainshock Pairs Figure A1 . Event Pair 1 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A2 . Event Pair 2 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A3 . Event Pair 3 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A4 . Event Pair 4 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A5 . Event Pair 5 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A6 . Event Pair 6 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A7 . Event Pair 7 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A8 . Event Pair 8 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A9 . Event Pair 9 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A10 . Event Pair 10 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A11 . Event Pair 11 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A12 . Event Pair 12 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A13 . Event pair 13 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A14 . Event Pair 14 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A15 . Event pair 13 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Figure 4 . Figure A16 . Event Pair 16 from Table 1 . Labels are the same as in Table 2 . Our estimates of the separation distances for the 16 pairs of EPR mainshocks with overlapping ruptures. The moment ratio is defined as the larger event divided by the smaller event regardless of which occurred first.
